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4. Progress Check
Quick appointments to check the 
movements on your teeth.  We will 
see you back every 11 weeks.
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5. Touch Up Aligners 
3D scan to see what’s left to fix. 
You will get all new aligners that 
will take you to the end! 
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Your Road to 
Rockin' Invisalign! Jennings 

Walk of Fame Smiles

Attachments are 
translucent bumps 
placed on certain 
teeth helping your 

aligners "grab" your 
teeth better. 

1. New Patient Exam
2. Starting Invisalign
3D scan of your teeth (no impres-
sions!), additional x-rays if needed, 
financial planning & contract.

6. Progress Check

9. Retainer Check
Making sure teeth stay where you 
worked so hard to get them! 

10. Final Retainer Check
Final check on your teeth & 
retainer. Follow up checks 
only as needed.

3. Receive your Aligners
The 1st round of aligners should get you 
80% finished and will take 6-8 months. We 
will place your attachments & teach you 
how to wear your aligners.

7. Final Check
Making sure everything 
is perfect!

8. Invisalign Removal
We take off attachments &
place retainers.

I rock out with 
my trays on for 
20 hours a day!



How do you decide which doctor to see for 

your Invisalign treatment?  Many, including 

some dentists, think that Invisalign treatment 

is like buying a car in that every dealership is 

selling the same exact car, and the only 

difference is price.  

Invisalign treatment is like playing guitar.  

Invisalign is the guitar, and the doctor is the 

musician.  You have beginners, and you have 

Eddie Van Halen.  Do you think experience 

matters in that scenario?  Now consider that 

we're talking about your teeth and bite for the 

rest of your life.  Think experience matters 

here?  Absolutely!  Dr. Jennings is easily one 

of the most experienced Invisalign doctors in 

all of Houston.

Houston Memorial
13132 Memorial Drive, 

Houston, TX 77079

Mon, Tue, Wed

8 am - 5 pm 

Katy/Fulshear
26440 FM 1093, #B100

Richmond, TX 77406

Thursdays

8 am - 5 pm

Brad Jennings, DDS, MDS
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www.DrJenningsOrtho.com

Choosing an Orthodontist for yourself or 

your child is an important decision. You 

only get your teeth once so you want to 

make the best choice for their care from 

the start. At Jennings Orthodontics, we 

strive to offer the latest treatment 

options in a relaxing, fun & rock-friendly 

environment. Plus, we provide the most 

flexible financing options where you're in 

control of your payments. 

Welcome to 

Jennings Orthodontics

Free Consultations Available

281-497-7920


